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We present Beobot 2.0 [1], an autonomous mobile robot
designed to operate in unconstrained urban environments.
The goal of the project is to create service robots that can
be deployed for various tasks that require long range travel.
Over the past two years, Beobot has successfully traversed
various paths across the USC campus, demonstrating its
robustness in recognizing and following different types of
roads, avoiding obstacles such as pedestrians and service
vehicles, and finding its way to the goal.
Beobot utilizes a sixteen core computing platform [2],
and is equipped with sensors such as front-facing cameras,
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), two Laser Range
Finders (LRF), and wheel encoders. Beobot represents its
environment in a hierarchical way. It uses a topological
map for global localization and a grid occupancy map for
local navigation. By having separate and targeted maps for
these tasks, the system achieves a representation that is both
detailed and scalable to describe vast environments such as
a university campus.
The navigation system consists of two sub-tasks: road
recognition and obstacle avoidance. The system recognizes
the road visually, by utilizing image contour segments to
detect the vanishing point, indicating the direction of the road
[3]. In addition, it also tracks the road lines to estimate the
lateral position of the robot. The use of segments proves to
be critical as the road recognition performs robustly despite
the presence of occluding pedestrians as well as shadows.
As for obstacle avoidance, the robot uses a planar LRF to
populate the grid occupancy map. The system then generates
a rigid path to the goal using A*, and refines it using the
Elastic-Band Algorithm [4]. Furthermore, the system then
computes the motor commands, accounting for robot shape
and velocity, using the Dynamic Window Approach [5].
To localize in the global topological map, the system
models two extensively studied human visual capabilities
within its Monte-Carlo Localization framework [6]. One
is extracting the gist of a scene [7], a holistic statistical
signature of the image, to quickly classify the robot segment
location. The second is detecting and identifying the salient
regions in the scene to pin-point the robot position. The
localization system is responsible for informing the robot
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Fig. 1. Beobot 2.0 performs autonomous navigation and localization in a
college campus, among pedestrians.

when and which way to turn at the intersection, and whether
it has arrived at the goal location.
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